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The Interplay between Geometry and Function in the Comprehension 
of Over, Under, Above, and Below

Kenny R. Coventry, Mercè Prat-Sala, and Lynn Richards

Centre for Thinking and Language, Department of Psychology, University of Plymouth, Plymouth, United Kingdom

Three experiments are reported which examined the role of geometry and functional relations in the compre-
hension of the spatial prepositions over, under, above, and below. The tasks used consisted of rating how appro-
priate sentences (containing one of these prepositions) were to describe a series of pictures. For example, the pic-
tures comprised a person holding an object with the function of protection from falling objects (e.g., an umbrella).
Each picture was depicted with the object shown as fulfilling its function or not at different geometric positions.
The results of Experiment 1 show a significant effect of functional relations on the ratings given. However, while
over/underwere very sensitive to functional relations, above/belowwere more influenced by geometric relations.
The second experiment replicates these effects with objects depicting noncanonical functions (e.g., a suitcase
sheltering someone from rain). Experiment 3 manipulated frame of reference and found evidence for conflict of
frames of reference effects on the rating of above/below, but not in the same way for over/under. Conversely the
ratings of over/underwere found to be affected by functionality while those for above/belowwere not. These re-
sults indicate for the first time that spatial prepositions are differentially influenced by geometric and functional
relations. © 2001 Academic Press
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of the most basic survival skills required by a
living organism. Similarly, being able to de
scribe where objects are and being able to 
objects based on simple locative descriptio
can be regarded as basic skills for a compe
speaker of a language. The use of an expres
involving a spatial preposition in English co
veys to a hearer where one object (figure) is
cated in relation to a reference object (groun
For example, in “the pear is in the bowl,” th
pear is understood to be located with refere
to the bowl in the region denoted by the prepo
tion in. Understanding the meaning of spat
prepositions is of particular importance in s
mantics as they are among the set of closed c
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role of acting as organizing structure for furth
conceptual material (Talmy, 1983; Lakoff, 1987
Furthermore, spatial prepositions have the vir
of relating to measurable characteristics of t
world being described (Regier, 1996). Therefo
it should be possible to specify the components
a visual scene which are the predictors of co
prehension for individual spatial terms.

Despite the relatively small number of spati
prepositions denoting place in English (arou
only 80–100; Landau & Jackendoff, 1993), 
turns out to be difficult to tie down the cond
tions under which such terms are used. Tra
tionally, geometric constructs have been i
voked to underpin their lexical entries (e.g
Herskovits, 1986; Logan & Sadler, 1996). F
example, in the sentence, “The pear is in t
bowl,” the figure (the pear) is located in the re-
gion described by the prepositional phrase in the
bowl, with the spatial relation expressed by in
corresponding to “contained interior to the re
erence object.” However, there is not a dire
mapping between spatial relations and prepo
tional usage. For instance, in is appropriate to
describe the relationship between the pear a
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the bowl in Fig. 1a but over would be the mos
appropriate term in Fig. 1b although the g
metric relations between figure and ground 
identical. Clearly, while geometry is importa
in the use and comprehension of spatial prep
tions, other extrageometric variables need to
invoked in order to account for use and comp
hension. For example the expression, the man is
at the piano, implies that the man is playing th
piano, not just that he is in close proximity to
To give another example, while the position
the umbrella is undoubtedly important in t
comprehension of the umbrella is over the ma,
it is likely that the function of the figure (to pr
tect someone from rain) is also important in 
comprehension of the expression. The main 
of investigation in the present paper is the re
tive extent to which geometric relations vers
extrageometric relations are predictors of 
comprehension of spatial prepositions, focuss
on over, under, above, and below. Furthermore,
we test the intuition that such extrageometric
formation may be more important for some s
tial prepositions (e.g., over and under) than for
others (e.g., aboveand below). Before focusing
on these prepositions in more detail, we brie
review evidence for the importance of extrag
metric variables in the use and comprehens
of spatial prepositions.

Evidence for the Importance of Extrageomet
Factors in the Use and Comprehension of
Spatial Prepositions

Recently a number of researchers has arg

that extrageometric factors play an important ro he
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asFIG. 1. (a) The pear is in the bowl. (b) *The pear is 

the bowl.
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tions. In particular,functional relationshave
been postulated as key components underly
the meaning of the spatial prepositionsin,on,and
at (Coventry, 1992, 1998; Coventry, Carmicha
& Garrod, 1994; Garrod & Sanford, 1989; Ga
rod, Ferrier, & Campbell, 1999; Talmy, 1988
Vandeloise, 1994). Functional relations have
do with how objects interact with each other a
what the functions of objects are. For examp
with in, Garrod and Sanford (1989) and Covent
(1992, 1998) propose that the lexical entry is

in: functional containment—in is ap-
propriate if the ground is conceived of
as fulfilling its containment function.

Whether or not in is appropriate depends on
number of factors which determine whether t
container is fulfilling its function. These in
clude movement over time where the figure 
mains in the same position relative to the co
tainer, or where the container is sealed, th
blocking movement of the figure beyond th
rim of the container, allowing constraint of lo
cation over time.

Empirical evidence for the importance of th
functional analysis has been forthcoming f
topological prepositions. For example, Coven
(1992, 1998) found that contiguity of moveme
of the figure with the ground significantly in
creased the use and rating ofin while independ-
ent movement of the figure decreased ratin
when the figure was positioned on top of oth
objects above the rim of a container as compa
with static scenes where the geometry was
same. Similarly, tilting the container reduces t
use ofin if it looks like the figure may fall out.
Garrod, et al. (1999) have also shown that judg
ments of the ratings ofin andon correlate with
independent judgements of movement (fun
tional control).

In addition to the effects of movemen
Coventry, et al. (1994) provide preliminary ev
dence that use and ratings of prepositions ca
influenced by grounds which have the sa
function but usually contain different object
When they compared static scenes involving
jug and a bowl, in was used significantly mor
with the bowl as ground than with the jug 
in the use and comprehension of spatial prepo
ground when the figure was a solid on top of a
in
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pile of other solids above the rim of the co
tainer. Furthermore, adding liquid to the jug w
found to further decrease the use (and rating
in, but it made no difference in the case of 
bowl. Thus the addition of water appears to m
the object-specific function of the jug (to co
tain liquids) more salient, further reducing t
appropriateness of the container as a conta
of solids. Additionally, Coventry et al. (199
found that labeling the same object a dishversus
a plate influences prepositional usage, indic
ing that different nouns suggest different obje
specific properties.

The Relative Importance of Geometric and
Extrageometric Variables in the Use and
Comprehension of Spatial Prepositions

While the importance of extrageometric re
tions in the use and comprehension of a rang
spatial prepositions has been established, t
are two central issues which the studies repo
below aim to address. First, although both g
metric and extrageometric factors are clea
implicated in the use and comprehension
spatial terms, it needs to be established whe
geometric variables dominate extrageome
variables or whether these variables are equ
important in the use and comprehension of s
tial terms. On the one hand, Coventry (199
and Garrod and Sanford (1989) have argued
the centrality of extrageometric variables a
trace the effect of these variables back to
lexical entries for prepositions. On the oth
hand, Landau and Munnich (1998) have s
gested an alternative interpretation of the em
ical findings outlined above. While recognizin
that extrageometric variables are important, th
argue that these kinds of effects are essenti
added onto the geometry to modify the geom
ric regions appropriate. Furthermore, Land
and Munnich argue that these geometric regi
are well specified. This view would appear to
in line with that of Herskovits (1986), who ha
outlined a set of pragmatic principles (term
nearprinciples) which bend and stretch the ge
metric constraints embodied in the lexic
under some circumstances. For example, H
skovits has argued thatin is appropriate in Fig

1a to describe the location of thepearin relation
LA, AND RICHARDS
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to thebowl as a result of the principle oftoler-
ance, which allowsin to be appropriate as the
figure is part of a group of other objects, some
which meet the containment condition. In thi
way a pragmatic principle allows an extensio
of the geometric containment region applicabl
The studies reported test directly which of thes
views is most plausible.

The second main issue we wish to deal with
the notion that prepositions may be differe
tially influenced by extrageometric variables. I
the preposition literature, extrageometric co
straints have been flagged for some prepositio
but not others. For example, in linguistic ac
counts it is well recognized that there are us
of in and at which involve a functional compo-
nent (Herskovits, 1986; Aurnague, 1995). O
the other hand, prepositions like above have
been regarded as being more simply geomet
specifying a higher than relation in Euclidea
space (e.g., Bennett, 1975). In particular, we e
amine the differential effects of geometry an
extrageometric variables on the comprehens
of over, above, under, and below.

Over, Under, Above, and Below

The role of geometry underpinning the us
and comprehension of projective prepositio
such as over, under, above, and belowhas been
the subject of both extensive linguistic analys
(e.g., Bennett, 1975; Brugman, 1988; Lako
1987) and recent empirical study (Carlso
Radvansky & Irwin, 1993, 1994; Carlson
Radvansky & Radvansky, 1996; Hayward 
Tarr, 1995; Logan & Sadler, 1996). Logan an
Sadler (1996) found that the prototypical above
relationship is at a point higher than direct
above the reference object, in line with the cen
of mass of the reference object. Displacing t
figure from the central axis of the reference o
ject was found to reduce the appropriateness
the term (and other prepositions as well). How
ever, these studies involved participants marki
points on or rating scenes involving abstract ge
metric shapes rather than real objects with any
lations between them.

The majority of studies examining over, under,
above, and below have dealt with the issue o

frame of reference for these terms. One can use
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prepositions like abovewith respect to one (o
more) of three basic reference frames (Lev
son, 1996). These are the intrinsic (or obje
centered), relative (or viewer-centered/deict
or absolute (environment-centered or extrins
frames. The intrinsic frame locates a figure w
reference to the salient features of the grou
For example, the car is behind the houseused
intrinsically locates the car in relation to the o
posite wall from where the salient front of t
house is, which is where the back door is. T
relative use of the same expression would lo
the car directly behind the opposite wall to 
wall where the speaker and hearer are stand
The most common absolute use relates to
gravitational plane where terms like over and
aboveare used for positions higher than in 
gravitational plane. Now in relation to extrage
metric relations, Carlson-Radvansky and R
vansky (1996) have found that the presenc
a functional relation between objects to be 
scribed influences the choice of reference fra
used to describe objects. Imagine a picture 
mail carrier holding a letter standing near and
the left of a mailbox. When the mail carrier w
standing facing the mailbox with hand ou
stretched as if to be posting the letter, then 
ticipants had a preference for using intrinsic 
scriptions (e.g., the mail carrier is in front of t
mailbox). In contrast, when the mail carrier w
standing with his back to the mailbox, then 
trinsic-relative descriptions were preferred (e
the mail carrier is to the left of the mailbox
While this provides evidence for the importan
of functional relations in the selection of a fram
of reference for projective terms, Carlso
Radvansky and Radvansky (1996) did not 
amine the effects of functional relations on 
use of terms within a single frame of referen
when functional relations are varied. They a
manipulated functional relations by changi
the position of the figure, and consequently th
research does not address the issue of the 
tive importance of geometry and functionality f
spatial description. The third experiment repor
below examines the comprehension of over,
under, aboveand belowin cases where frames 
reference coincide versus conflict by manipu

ing both geometry and functional relations. Th
OVE, AND BELOW 379
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first two experiments reported manipulate the
variables when frames of reference coincide.

The other main issue of interest examin
below is the relative extent to which prepo
tions are influenced by geometric and ext
geometric variables. In the preposition liter
ture, although extrageometric effects have b
documented, the issue of the relative exten
which terms are influenced by these variable
not considered. Although Carlson-Radvans
Covey, and Lattanzi (1999) have shown th
abovecan be influenced by functional relation
and context, Coventry and Mather (in pres
have suggested that over is more influenced by
extrageometric factors than above, and that pre-
positions may cluster into functional and no
functional groups. Furthermore, Coventry a
Mather link this hypothesis to the extent 
which prepositions are polysemous. Howev
neither team of researchers manipulated geo
try and function together with the four prepos
tions over, under, above, and below in order to
adequately test whether prepositions are diff
entially affected by these variables. The stud
below do this for the first time. Our prediction
were that overand undershould be more influ-
enced by extrageometric variables than above
and below, while aboveand below should be
more influenced by geometric manipulations.

In addition to the main manipulations, the e
periments also aimed to tease apart the influe
of a number of distinct extrageometric variab
previously labeled under the same banner
functional relations in the literature. For exam
ple, Coventry (1998) on the one hand provid
evidence for the importance of the interacti
between objects in the ratings and use of in, and
on the other hand, Coventry et al. (1994) dem
strate effects which have to do with the us
function of objects (e.g., a jug versus a bow
The first experiment examines cases in wh
the objects are shown to be either fulfilling 
not fulfilling their canonical functions (protectin
functions for one set of materials and conta
ment functions for the other set), while the se
ond experiment examines whether an obj
without a usual protecting function still illustrate
function effects if it is depicted as protecting (i

efunctioning noncanonically) in the context.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 manipulated geometry an
function independently and together in order
assess the relative influence of both factors
the comprehension of over, above, under, and
below. Given the myriad of object knowledg
effects reported for other prepositions, the e
periment used two sets of materials involvin
two different types of functional relations. Th
first set involved figures with protecting func
tions (the function of protection from falling ob
jects), and the second set involved grounds w
containment functions and object pairs with r
lations highlighted by how successfully the
were interacting with one another. While fun
tion and geometry effects were both expected
be present, it was predicted that function effe
should be more in evidence with the prepo
tions overand underthan with aboveand below.
Conversely it was predicted that above and
below would be more affected by changes 
geometric relations than overand under.

Design

The experiment was designed to test for t
differential effects of function and geometry o
participants’ ratings of the appropriateness
sentences to describe a series of pictures. T
variables manipulated included three levels
geometry and three levels of functionality. Th
figure in the picture (for material set 1) was p
sitioned canonically directly above the groun
(i.e., in the usual position), at an angle of 45°,
at an angle of 90° to the ground (see Fig. 2). F
each level of geometry three levels of functio
ality were employed. The figure was shown fu
filling its function, the figure was shown not ful
filling its function, or other objects were no
present to make the functional relationship re
vant (a control). The sentences given to ra
were presented in pairs for each picture. T
sentences in a pair were identical except for t
preposition. For example, a pair of sentenc
could beThe man is under the umbrellaandThe
man is below the umbrella. The predictions were
that if geometric relations had an effect on th
comprehension of these prepositions, the par

ipants would give the highest ratings to a se
LA, AND RICHARDS
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tence when it described a picture where one
the objects appeared in its canonical positi
and the lowest ratings when the same sente
described a variant of the picture which con
tained the same object tilted at 90°. We we
also predicting that if functional relations had a
effect, participants’ ratings for a particular sen
tence would be higher when it described a pi
ture depicting a functional relation between o
jects than when the functional relation was n
present. Additionally, it was predicted thatover
andunderwould be most sensitive to functiona
relations whileaboveandbelowshould be more
sensitive to geometric relations.

Method

Participants. Thirty-eight undergraduate stu
dents from the University of Plymouth partic
pated in this experiment as an extra credit opt
in a Psychology course. All participants we
native speakers of English.

Materials. The materials for the experimen
consisted of a total of 144 pictures and we
based on two sets of four types of pictures. T
first set of pictures involved the use of a figu
with the function of protection from falling ob
jects. For these scenes, the figure was rotated.
The second set involved the use of a grou
with the function of containment. Object pair
with a stronger association with one another
terms of object relationship were used for th
set (e.g., a bottle and a glass), and for th
scenes the groundwas rotated.

Each picture in a set had nine variants (thr
levels of geometry and three levels of fun
tionality), making a total of 72 pictures. Eac
picture was printed twice, once with a pair 
sentences (e.g., The man is under/below the um
brella) and once with another pair of sentenc
(e.g., The umbrella is over/above the man) to
test all four prepositions.

The first set of pictures depicted a pers
using an object to protect himself from a fallin
object/objects (e.g., a man using an umbrella
protect himself from rain). The objects use
were an umbrella (protecting a man), a shie
(protecting a Viking), a visor (protecting a ga
dener), and a hard hat (protecting a workma
n-For each picture there were three levels of geom-
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FIG. 2. Examples of materials used in Experiment 1 (also see footnote 1).
etry of the object used by the man to prot
himself (in this case the umbrella). The figure in
the picture was positioned canonically direc
above the ground, at an angle of 45°, or a
angle of 90° to the ground. Additionally, fo

each geometric permutation there were th
ct

ly
an
r

levels of functionality: control, where the object
the man tried to protect himself from was abse
(e.g., there was no rain); functional, where the
object was present (i.e., the rain was falling 
the umbrella keeping the man dry); and non-
OVER, UNDER, ABOVE, AND BELOW
reefunctional, where the falling object was present
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but the protecting object did not fulfil its fun
tion (i.e., the rain was falling on the man desp
the umbrella’s presence). See Fig. 2 for an
ample of all nine levels of picture for one set
materials.1

The second set of pictures depicted two 
lated objects (e.g., a can and a pan). One of
these objects was always a recipient conta
The object sets used were a can and a pan, a
tle and a glass, a chute and a skip, and a tap
a bucket. For each picture there were three 
els of geometry of the recipient object (in th
case the pan). The ground in the picture was p
sitioned canonically directly below the figure,
an angle of 45°, or at an angle of 90° to the 
ure. There were also three levels of function
ity: control, where the falling/pouring objec
was absent (in this case there were no bean
the can); functional, where the falling/pouring
object was present (i.e., there were beans fa
into the pan); and nonfunctional, where the
falling/pouring object was present but did n
end up in the recipient object (i.e., there w
beans missing the pan and dropping onto 
floor). See Fig. 2 for an example of a pictu
with all nine levels of function/geometry.

Procedure

Participants were run in groups of 6–10 p
ple. Each participant received the instructio
and a booklet containing the materials. The p
ticipants were told that each page of the boo
contained a picture and two sentences, and
their task consisted of rating how appropri
each sentence was to describe the picture u
a 7-point scale, where 1 meant totally inapp
priate and 7 totally appropriate. Participants w
free to use any number in the scale. The exp
mental sessions lasted around 30 min.

The test materials were divided into tw
parts. One copy of each picture (with one pai
prepositions) appeared in part one, and the o
copy of the picture (with the other pair of prep
sitions) appeared in part two. Half of the par
ipants saw part one first, and the other half 

1 Further example scenes from all three experiments

be found at the following website: http://psy.plym.ac.u
staff/kcoventry/spatpics1.html.
LA, AND RICHARDS
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the second part first (though participants w
not aware of the two parts). Additionally, th
materials were randomized in a stratified fa
ion. We created nine groups of eight pictures 
each part. Each group had one picture from e
material set and corresponded to a differ
level of geometry and functionality. Then, ea
individual group was randomized before bei
grouped with another group. Each participa
had a different grouping and randomization. T
end result of this process meant that the po
bility of priming effects was minimized.

Results

The results for each set of materials are 
ported separately, and the data are displa
(mean ratings) in the Appendix, Tables A1 a
A2. Analyses by materials and by inferior/sup
rior preposition sets (over/aboveversus under/
below) were also undertaken for this experime
and the following experiments, but they pr
duced results of little interest, so they are not
ported here. Where follow-up analyses are 
ported, Tukey (HSD) tests were used.

Material Set 1. A three-way analysis of vari
ance (fully within) was performed on the ratin
data. The results of the analysis are displaye
Table 1. The variables were function (e.g., fun
tional, nonfunctional, and control), angle (can
nical, 45°, or 90°), and preposition set (over/
under versus above/below). The mean ratings
are displayed in the Appendix, Table A1.

As expected, a significant main effect of ang
was found. The highest ratings were given f
the canonical orientation (mean rating= 4.16),
followed by 45° angle (mean= 3.77), and the
lowest were given for the 90° angle pictures
(mean= 2.27). There was also a significant ma
effect of function, and all three levels differe
significantly from one another. The highest ra
ings were given for the functional scenes (me
= 3.81), the next highest for the control scen
(mean= 3.53), and the lowest ratings were give
for the nonfunctional scenes (mean= 2.87). A
significant interaction between function an
angle was also present. This is displayed
Fig. 3. The nonfunctional sceneswere given sig-
nificantly lower ratings than the other two leve

can
for all three positions, but the functional scenes
k/
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** p <.001.
*** p <.0001.
were given significantly higher ratings than th
controls only for the 45° and 90° angles.

Of most interest in the analyses were the m
effect for preposition set and the significant 
teractions between this variable and angle 
function. Overall over/underwere given lower

ratings than above/below. However, the inter-

FIG. 3. Interaction between geometry 
e

ain
n-
nd

actions between over/under–above/belowand
angle (displayed in Fig. 4) and between over/
under–above/belowand function (displayed in
Fig. 5) provide evidence that these prepositi
sets behave differently from one another. Over/
under were found to be more affected by th
OVER, UNDER, ABOVE, AND BELOW 3

TABLE 1

Results of Three-Way ANOVA for Experiment 1, Material Set 1

Source df and F value MSe Significance

Functionality (F) F(2, 72) = 82.41 0.62 ***
Angle (A) F(2, 72) = 213.22 1.04 ***
Preposition set (PS) F(1, 36) = 76.07 1.71 ***
(F) × (A) F(4, 144) = 5.36 0.25 **
(F) × (PS) F(2, 72) = 34.36 0.50 ***
(A) × (PS) F(2, 72) = 122.15 1.00 ***
(F) × (A) × (PS) F(2, 72) = 1.19 0.20 ns

Note. ns, p >.05.
*p <.01.
functional manipulation than above/below, while
and function for Material Set 1, Experiment 1.
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FIG. 4. Interaction between geometry and preposition set for Material Set 1, Experiment 1.
FIG. 5. Interaction between functionality and preposition set for Material Set 1, Experiment 1.
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above/belowwere more affected by the angle 
the figure than over/under.

Material Set 2. Again a three-way analysis o
variance (fully within) was performed on th
data using the same variables as those used
Material Set 1. The results of the analysis 
displayed in Table 2, and the mean ratings 
displayed in the Appendix, Table A2. The r
sults were very similar to those found with t
first material set. Main effects of function
angle, and preposition set were found, all in 
same direction as those found with Mater
Set 1. As before there was also a significant
teraction between function and angle.

There were also significant interactions b
tween function and preposition set, and betw
angle and preposition set. This pattern of res
was the same as that found for Material Se
Greater function effects were found for over/
underthan for above/belowwhile greater geom-
etry effects were found for above/belowthan for
over/under. The three-way interaction betwee
function, angle, and functional/nonfunction
prepositions was also significant. This is d
played in Fig. 6.

Discussion

The results across material sets 1 and 2 w
very similar. Main effects of function an
angle were found in both sets, demonstrat
that functional relations and geometry are b

important factors in determining the appropr

** p <.001.
*** p <.0001.
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ateness of a preposition to describe a spa
scene.

With regards to geometry, the results we
similar to those found in previous studies (Ca
son-Radvansky & Irwin, 1993, 1994; Haywa
& Tarr, 1995; Logan & Sadler, 1996). When th
figure is displaced from the point directly abo
the central axis of the reference object, app
priateness ratings for suitable spatial prepo
tions are reduced. However, this study also 
vealed a main effect of function of magnitud
similar to that found for the geometric manip
lation. Scenes where the functional relation b
tween objects held were associated with s
nificantly higher appropriateness ratings th
scenes where no such relation was present. 
thermore, when an object was shown to be 
fulfilling its function, ratings were lower still.

Importantly, the results also indicate that fun
tional relations influence comprehension ev
when the geometric constraint appears to h
clearly. The effect of functional relations wa
present with both sets of materials at all th
positions, not just in the marginal geomet
cases, suggesting that functional relations do
just come into play when the prototypical regi
does hold (Landau & Munnich, 1998).

While both geometry and function wer
shown to be important factors overall in the fi
experiment, the results also indicate that pre
i-tion to the same extent. The ratings of overand
TABLE 2

Results of Three-Way ANOVA for Experiment 1, Material Set 2

Source df and F value MSe Significance

Functionality (F) F(2, 70) = 96.23 1.01 ***
Angle (A) F(2, 70) = 164.71 1.64 ***
Preposition set (PS) F(1, 35) = 119.45 2.18 ***
(F) × (A) F(4, 140) = 10.47 1.99 ***
(F) × (PS) F(2, 70) = 35.86 0.75 ***
(A) × (PS) F(2, 70) = 46.52 0.52 ***
(F) × (A) × (PS) F(4, 140) = 7.26 0.25 ***

Note. ns, p >.05.
*p <.01.
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underacross both sets of materials were fou
to be mainly influenced by functionality whi
above and below were mainly influenced b
geometry. This is the first demonstration t
geometric and extrageometric relations aff
prepositions differentially.

While the results were consistent across b
sets of materials, the effects observed with M
rial Set 1 may only be present with objects wh
have particular functions. Although the effe
were present across a range of types of sce
in all cases the protecting surfaces were ful
ing the functions they were designed to fulfi
Given that Coventry et al. (1994) report obje
knowledge differences for in depending on the
appropriateness of the object, the second ex
ment was designed to see whether the func
effects found in Experiment 1 (Material Set 
are object-specific, or whether they are still pr

FIG. 6. Interaction among function, geometr
ent 

obje
COVENTRY, PRAT-SALA, AND RICHARDS
when objects are fulfilling a function in con

l
r
e
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n

,
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re
text that is different from their usual function.

EXPERIMENT 2

The second experiment aimed to estab
whether the function effects found in Expe
ment 1 for the first set of materials are pres
only for objects which are associated with 
function in question, or more generally for a
cts fulfilling a recognizable (but noncanon
nd

at
ct

oth
te-
ch
ts
nes,
ll-
ll.
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eri-
ion
1)
s-
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ish
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cal) function in context. For example, it was o
interest to establish whether function effects a
still present when a suitcase is used to she
someone from the rain as compared to when
umbrella is used.

Design

The experimental design was similar to th
used in Experiment 1. In addition to the mani
ulation of geometry and functionality as befor
the appropriateness of the figure as a protect
object was also manipulated. For example, eit
an umbrella (functionally appropriate object) o
a suitcase (functionally inappropriate objec
was used as the source of protection from ra
The predictions were the same as those for 
periment 1. Additionally, it was predicted that, 
function effects are object-specific, then fun
tion effects should be present only with th
functionally appropriate objects. Alternatively
if functional relations are nonspecific, and dete
mined by situation-specific context, then fun
tion effects should be present for both approp
ate and inappropriate objects.

Method

Participants. Forty A-level students from a
local sixth-form college (age range 17–18) we

, and preposition set for Material Set 2, Experiment 1.
i-paid for their participation in the experiment.
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All participants were native speakers of Englis
Data from one participant had to be eliminat
because he did not finish the experiment.

Materials. The materials for the experime
consisted of a total of 288 pictures and we
based on the first set of (four) pictures used
Experiment 1. This time each picture had 
variants (three levels of geometry, three levels
functionality, and two levels of appropriate
ness), making a total of 144 pictures. Ea
picture was printed twice, once with a pair 
sentences (e.g., The man is under/below the um
brella) and once with another pair of sentenc
(e.g., The umbrella is over/above the man) to
test all four prepositions. The inappropriate o
jects used were a suitcase, book, bucket, 
stool substituted for umbrella, visor, hard h
and shield, respectively. In all cases the dim
sions of the inappropriate objects were match
exactly to those of the appropriate objects. S
Fig. 7 for some examples of pictures with ina
propriate objects.

The test materials were mixed in with mate
als from other experiments. This was done
that other items would act as filler items, thu

adding variety to the materials used and preve

FIG. 7. Examples of ma
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ing participants from falling into a pattern. As
these filler items are not relevant here, they w
not be discussed any further.

Procedure

Participants were run in one large group, an
the procedure was essentially the same as t
used in Experiment 1 with the following excep
tion. In order to cut down the number of scene
each participant was exposed to, half the part
ipants were given the umbrella/suitcase viso
book materials (set A) forover andaboveand
the shield/stool hard hat/bucket (set B) fo
underandbelow. The other half was given the
reverse.

The materials were divided into two part
(although no break was given). One copy
each picture (with one pair of prepositions) a
peared in part one, and the other copy of t
picture (with the other pair of prepositions) ap
peared in part two. Half of the participants sa
part one first, and the other half saw the seco
part first (though participants were not aware
the two parts). Additionally, scenes with the in
appropriate and appropriate objects always o
nt-curred in different parts. The materials were
terials used in Experiment 2.
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also randomized, ensuring that consecutive p
tures were never identical. Each participant h
a different grouping and randomization. Th
end result of this process meant that the pos
bility of priming effects was minimized.

Results and Discussion

A four-way analysis of variance (fully within
was performed on the rating data. The mean 
ings are displayed in the Appendix, Table A
and the results of the analysis are displayed
Table 3. The variables were appropriateness
figure (appropriate versus inappropriate figur
function (e.g., functional, nonfunctional, an
control), angle (canonical, 45°, or 90°), and
preposition set (over/underversus above/below).

The results of analysis mirror those found
Experiment 1. Main effects of function, geom
try, and preposition set were found in the sa
directions as before. The pattern of interactio
between these variables also mirrored those
ported for Experiment 1. As Figs. 8 and 9 illu
trate, again over/underwere found to be more
influenced by functional relations than above/
below, and conversely, above/beloware more

influenced by geometry than over/under.

** p <.001.
*** p <.0001.
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Of most interest in the analyses was the s
nificant main effect of appropriateness of fi
ure. Scenes involving functionally appropria
objects were rated significantly higher th
those involving functionally inappropriate ob
jects. This pattern of results is in line with tho
found for in by Coventry et al. (1994). How
ever, in the present experiment this variable 
not interact with any of the main variables 
interest, so the effect of appropriateness in i
lation is open to a number of interpretation
Importantly, function and geometry effects we
found for both the appropriate and the inapp
priate objects, indicating that function effec
are not limited to objects which are shown to 
fulfilling their object-specific function but als
occur when objects are being used in a way 
deviates from their usual function. This will b

e

ns
re-
-

discussed later in the general discussion.

EXPERIMENT 3

The first two experiments have establishe
that, when a single frame of reference is in
volved (or where frames of reference coincide
functional relations are important determinan

of the rating of the prepositions. There is also a
TABLE 3

Results of Four-Way ANOVA for Experiment 2

Source df and F value MSe Significance

Appropriateness of figure (AF) F(1, 34) = 15.22 0.85 **
Functionality (F) F(2, 70) = 22.34 3.22 ***
Angle (A) F(2, 70) = 74.40 3.56 ***
Preposition set (PS) F(1, 35) = 39.37 6.83 ***
(AF) × (F) F(2, 70) = 0.79 0.71 ns
(AF) × (A) F(2, 70) = 1.42 0.49 ns
(F) × (A) F(4, 140) = 4.66 0.55 *
(AF) × (PS) F(1, 35) = 2.25 1.57 ns
(F) × (PS) F(2, 70) = 8.52 0.91 **
(A) × (PS) F(2, 70) = 42.20 2.24 ***
(AF) × (F) × (A) F(4, 140) = 1.86 0.40 ns
(AF) × (F) × (PS) F(2, 70) = 0.63 0.57 ns
(AF) × (A) × (PS) F(2, 70) = 0.18 0.42 ns
(F) × (A) × (PS) F(4, 140) = 0.85 0.36 ns
(AF) × (F) × (A) × (PS) F(4, 140) = 0.86 0.35 ns

Note. ns, p >.05.
*p < 0.01.
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FIG. 8. Interaction between functionality and preposition set in Experiment 2.
FIG. 9. Interaction between geometry and preposition set in Experiment 2.
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consistent difference between over/underand
above/below. Over/underare more influenced
by functional relations than above/below, and
conversely it would appear that above/beloware
more influenced by geometry. The purpose
this experiment was to examine the relative 
fects of these variables by manipulating geom
try in such a way as to provide coincidence
conflict between frames of reference. For exa
ple, the scenes in Fig. 10 illustrate a Vikin
holding a shield, but unlike the geometric m
nipulation of the position of the figure in Expe
iments 1 and 2, the rotation of the ground lea
to conflicts of reference frames. With scenes
the left, the extrinsic (gravitational) and intrins
(object-centered) frames of reference coinci
With scenes in middle and on the right, the e
trinsic and intrinsic frames do not coincide b
conflict. For scenes on the left, one can say 
the shield is above the Vikingfor both frames of
reference, but for scenes in the middle and

the right, the shield is above the Vikingis appro- ri-
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FIG. 10. Examples of materials used in Experiment 3.
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priate for the extrinsic frame of reference but 
appropriate for the intrinsic frame of referenc

Given the findings that geometry has a mu
bigger effect on the rating of above/belowthan
over/under(and vice versa for functionality)
we predicted that conflict between referen
frames (a geometric manipulation) should sim
larly influence the ratings of above/belowmore
than over/under. In the literature on frames o
reference, aboveand over have been classifie
together as projective prepositions (prepositio
which also convey information about the dire
tion in which one object is located with respe
to the other), and therefore it has been tacitly
sumed that they are influenced by frame of r
erence effects in the same way. This experim
will determine whether this is the case.

Design

The experiment was designed to test for 
differential effects of function and frame of re
erence on participants’ ratings of the approp
ateness of sentences to describe a series of
tures. The variables manipulated included th
levels of geometry of the ground and three l
els of functionality. The figure was always plac
in the same location and with the same an
(cf. Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin, 1994). One lev
of geometry of the reference object (groun
yielded a unique frame of reference, i.e., the
trinsic, absolute, and relative frames of refere
were the same. The other two levels of geom
of the reference object yielded a conflicti
frame of reference between intrinsic frame of r
erence and absolute frame of reference. The
trinsic frame of reference was always collaps
with the relative frame of reference.

The predictions were that if conflicting fram
of reference had an effect on the comprehens
of these prepositions, the participants wou
give the highest ratings to a sentence when it
scribed a picture where there was no conflicti
frame of reference (i.e., the intrinsic, the a
solute, and the extrinsic reference frames w
the same). We were also predicting that if fun
tional relations had an effect, participants’ ra
ings for a particular sentence would be high
when it described a picture depicting a fun

tional relation between objects than when the
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functional relation was not present. Howeve
following previous results, we also predicted th
overandunderwould be more sensitive to func
tional relations thanaboveandbelow, and that
aboveandbelowwould be more affected by con
flict of frame of reference thanoverandunder.

Method

Participants. Thirty-six undergraduate stu
dents from the University of Plymouth partic
pated in this experiment as an extra credit opt
in a Psychology course. All participants we
native speakers of English. Data from one p
ticipant had to be eliminated because he did 
finish the experiment.

Materials. The materials for the experimen
consisted of a total of 72 pictures and we
based on four types of pictures. Each type
picture had nine variants (three levels of rotati
of the referent object and three levels of fun
tionality). Each picture was printed twice, onc
with a pair of sentences (e.g.,The shield is over/
above the Viking) and once with another pair o
sentences (e.g.,The Viking is under/below the
shield) to test all four prepositions. All material
involved the use of appropriate figures.

All pictures depicted a man using an object
protect himself from a falling object/objects (a
in Experiments 1 and 2). For each picture th
were three levels of functionality and geome
(as in Experiments 1 and 2). However, for t
geometry manipulation this time the man 
the picture was positioned upright, lying on th
floor, or upside-down. Half of the pictures ha
the man rotated to the left, and in the other h
the man was rotated to the right. See Fig. 10
an example of all nine levels of picture.

Again the experimental items were mixed 
with 88 filler items from other experiments i
order to give variety to the experiment and p
vent participants from falling into a pattern.

Procedure

The procedure for testing was the same
that used for Experiments 1 and 2. This time 
experimental sessions lasted around 25 min.

The test materials were divided into tw
parts. One copy of each picture (with one pair

prepositions) appeared in part one, and the ot
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copy of the picture (with the other pair of prep
sitions) appeared in part two. Half of the part
ipants saw part one first, and the other half s
the second part first (though participants w
not aware of the two parts). In each part, half
the materials contained the prepositions over/
above, and the other half contained the prepo
tions under/below. The materials for each pa
together with the fillers were completely ra
domized with the only restriction being th
there were never two picture materials from t
same experiment paired consecutively. T
made sure that participants never rated the s
prepositions (over/aboveor under/below) con-
secutively. Each participant received the mate
als randomized in a different order.

Results and Discussion

A three-way analysis of variance (full
within) was performed on the rating data. T
mean ratings (collapsed across materials) 
displayed in the Appendix, Table A4, and resu
of the analysis are displayed in Table 4. T
variables were function (e.g., functional, no
functional, and control), angle (canonical, 90°,
or 180°), and preposition set (over/underversus
above/below).

A main effect of function was found. Follow
up analysis using Tukey HSD tests revealed t
the nonfunctional scenes (mean rating = 5.61)
were rated significantly lower than both th
functional (mean = 6.11) and control scene
(mean = 6.06). There was also a main effect 
angle. The canonical scenes (mean = 6.08) were
rated significantly higher than either the 9°
(mean = 5.79) or 180° scenes (mean = 5.91). A
main effect was found for preposition set in t
same direction found in the previous experime

No significant interaction was observed b
tween function and angle, but interactions we
found between the preposition set and angle 
preposition set and function. These interactio
are displayed in Figs. 11 and 12.

The interaction between geometry and pre
sition set illustrates a conflict of frame of refe
ence effect is present for above/below; the greater
the conflict (rotation of ground), the lower th
ratings for these prepositions. The scenes wh
herthe ground is rotated 90° and 180° involve a
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** p <.001.
conflict between the object-centered and e
ronment-centered frames of reference, 
therefore it is unsurprising that the ratings 
these scenes are lower than those for the ca
ical scenes where there is a corresponde
between frames of reference. However, 
over/undera significant drop in rating for th
90° was in evidence compared to the other 

*** p <.0001.
position

FIG. 11. Interaction between geome
vi-
nd
or
on-

nce
or

o

between the canonical and 180° scenes. This re-
sult makes sense if one interprets it from a fun
tional perspective. When the ground is in th
supine position, the surface area of the figure
not large enough to ensure that the rain, for e
ample, will not drip off the umbrella and wet th
man. Therefore the figure is not able to fulfil it
function due to its inappropriate size, and as
2 COVENTRY, PRAT-SALA, AND RICHARDS

TABLE 4

Results of Three-Way ANOVA for Experiment 3

Source df and F value MSe Significance

Functionality (F) F(2, 68) = 19.29 0.81 ***
Angle (A) F(2, 68) = 7.85 0.56 **
Preposition set (PS) F(1, 34) = 34.45 2.50 ***
(F) × (A) F(4, 136) = 1.20 0.13 ns
(F) × (PS) F(2, 68) = 17.41 0.81 ***
(A) × (PS) F(2, 68) = 11.39 0.29 ***
(F) × (A) × (PS) F(4, 136) = 1.30 0.13 ns

Note. ns, p >.05.
*p <.01.
s and control
s. No significant difference was presentconsequence the functional scene
try and preposition set in Experiment 3.
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FIG. 12. Interaction between functionality and preposition set in Experiment 3.
scenes are much nearer the ratings for the n
functional scenes where the figure is not fulfi
ing its function, although the nonfunctional ra
ings were still significantly lower than the oth
two levels of functionality. If this explanation i
correct one might expect that the use of lar
objects would cause this effect to disappear.

In line with Experiments 1 and 2, this exper
ment produced differences in the influence
function and geometry onover/under versus
above/below, although in magnified form. The
significant interaction between functionality an
preposition set revealed thatover/underwere in-

fluenced

referenc
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greatly by functionality while no func
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tion effects were found forabove/belowat all.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The pattern of results across the experime
demonstrates the importance of both geome
and functional relations as factors influenc
the appropriateness ratings of spatial prep
tions. Main effects of function and geome
were found in all three experiments. Overall, 
degree of alignment of figure and ground w
e to the gravitational axis influences t
on-
ll-
t-
r

er

-
of

d

-

nts
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g
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th

ratings of superior and inferior relations, as h
been found previously (Carlson-Radvansky 
Irwin, 1993, 1994; Hayward & Tarr, 1995
Logan & Sadler, 1996). In addition, function
relations in the present studies also influence
ratings of superior and inferior relations. Wh
a figure is shown to be fulfilling its function i
context ratings increase over a control, wh
flouting of function leads to a decrease in r
ings. These results demonstrate that functio
relations are important in the comprehension
spatial prepositions. The results also go so
way toward specifying what specific types 
object-knowledge effects previously subsum
under the banner of functional relations actua
influence ratings. In particular the results sh
the effect of functionality in relation to two dif
ferent types of object knowledge—the functio
that objects usually have (for both protecti
and containment functions) and how objects 
functioning (noncanonically) in context.

Given that geometry and function are both im
portant determinants of the ratings given in t
present studies, the results for the first time sh
hesome light on the interplay between geometric
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and extrageometric variables. Landau a
Munnich’s (1998) suggestion that extrageom
ric factors come into play only in cases whe
the geometric constraint does not clearly h
would not appear to be supported by the pres
data. In all three experiments the influence
functional relations was in evidence even wh
the prototypical geometric relation was d
picted, indicating that extrageometric facto
may play more than the secondary role propo
by Landau and Munnich.

The results also provide evidence for the fi
time that prepositions are differentially infl
enced by function and geometry. While most p
vious studies have made the assumption that over
and above, and under and below have similar
meanings (e.g., Bennett, 1975; Logan & Sad
1996), the pattern of results here illustrates 
portant differences between the two preposi
sets. In all three experiments, interactions 
tween geometry, function, and preposition 
were found. Over and under were found to be
more influenced by the functional manipulati
than aboveand below, and conversely aboveand
below were more influenced by geometric m
nipulations than over and under. Most striking
were the differences between preposition 
when conflict of reference frames was involv
in Experiment 3; no effects of conflict of refe
ence frame were found for over/under, and no ef-
fects of function were found for above/below.

Over, under, above,andbelow revisited

Armed with the present set of results, we 
begin to develop an account of the meaning
over, under, above, and below which involves
the integration of both geometric and extrag
metric variables. A useful place to start is w
the reexamination of how geometric approac
in isolation break down in the explanation of t
present data. As Logan and Sadler (1996) o
an unusually well-specified account of how g
metric regions operate which is compatible w
less well-specified linguistic accounts (e.
Bennett, 1975; Herskovits, 1986), we can be
with a consideration of the limitations of the
approach. According to Logan and Sadler, s
tial templates are used to map onto visual sce

in order to apprehend both spatial relations a
LA, AND RICHARDS
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spatial expressions. A spatial template is a s
tially defined representation in the form of a g
that specifies areas of relative acceptability o
figure positioned relative to a ground (see a
Hayward & Tarr, 1995). When the spatial tem
plate is centered on the reference object 
aligned with its reference frame, it specifies t
goodness with which located objects in differe
positions exemplify the associated relation. F
thermore, it is assumed that there are differ
spatial templates for different spatial terms, a
when polysemy exists, there is a different spa
template for each polyseme. Additionally, wh
there are a number of reference frames wh
are possible for a visual scene, Logan a
Sadler (see also Carlson-Radvansky & Log
1997) claim that these are activated simulta
ously and in parallel during comprehension.

Within this framework, the most appropria
regions on the template for over and aboveare
directly above the ground, while the highest r
ings for underand beloware directly below the
ground (as is the case in linguistic accounts s
as Bennett, 1975). As already indicated, if 
were to follow the line taken by Landau an
Munnich (1998), then functional relations should
only have an influence on ratings when the po
tion of the figure on the template lies in a regi
with a low acceptability rating. In that case, o
could argue that extrageometric informati
comes into play when the geometric constrai
do not clearly hold. However, we have seen t
the functionality of an object influences the ra
ings of prepositions in cases where the optim
place on the spatial template maps onto 
scene (e.g., see Figs. 3 and 6). This suggests
multiple constraints are used to evaluate the 
propriateness with which spatial expressions m
onto visual scenes.

While a geometric analysis of the type pr
posed by Logan and Sadler (1996; see a
Regier, 1996) offers a means of capturing ge
metric relations in a precise way, this is only on
type of constraint which relates to use and co
prehension. Other constraints come in the fo
of the functions that objects have (which ma
well be lexicalized), how objects are functionin
in context, and the wider context in which th

ndlanguage and/or visual scene occurs. Although
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some of these constraints are driven by la
guage, ultimately the situation-specific meani
of spatial expressions also relies on nonlingu
tic information present in the visual context an
conceptual information which is best characte
ized nonlinguistically. These sources of inform
tion may be integrated on-line in a mental mod
of the type proposed by Garrod and Sanfo
(1989) and Coventry (1998), the output of whic
leads to a situation-specific use/comprehens
of a spatial expression. The view here is in li
with a growing literature which demonstrate
that multiple constraints, both linguistic andnon-
linguistic, influence comprehension on line (e.
Sanford and Garrod, 1998; Sedivy, Tanenha
Chambers, & Carlson, 1999).

In order to see how this type of model ope
ates, we can reconsider the data set. Experim
1 has shown that information regarding the pr
tecting function of a figure influences ratings
spatial prepositions. One possible account
this finding involves an extension of the lexic
entries for figure and ground present in the se
tence to be rated. Given that anumbrella, for ex-
ample, has a protecting function, it could be a
gued that the presence of rain in the visual sce
becomes relevant driven by the lexicalized fun
tion for the noun. However, while the lexical en
tries for the nouns occurring in the expressi
are undoubtedly important, the lexical entri
combined do not provide an adequate accoun
the data in the present experiments, even w
this added (pragmatic) extension. The same p
tern of results observed in Experiment 1 w
found in Experiment 2 when figures were us
which do not have the lexicalized function d
picted in the visual scene. The relevance of r
in this case is unlikely to be driven by the lexic
entry for suitcase(instead of an umbrella) bu
rather is present in the visual scene being
scribed. Therefore, co-occurrence relations/d
tributional relations alone of the type advocat
more generally by Burgess and Lund (1997) a
Landauer and Dumais (1997) are unlikely
provide an adequate account of meaning of s
tial expressions without consideration of no
linguistic variables.

Although one can outline a number of diffe

ent variables which need to be invoked to a
VE, AND BELOW 395
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count for situation-specific meaning of spat
expressions, the results of all three experime
indicate that different factors have differe
weighted influences on over/underversus above/
below. In Experiments 1 and 2, although bo
preposition sets were influenced by the geom
ric and functional manipulations, over/under
were more heavily influenced by functionali
while above/belowwere more heavily influ-
enced by geometry. Most striking was the a
sence of a conflict of frame of reference effe
for over/underin Experiment 3; over/underwas
affected by functionality alone while above/
belowexhibited clear frame of reference confli
effects but no functionality effects. These r
sults are compatible with the view that obje
knowledge is more important for over/under
than for above/below. While the results for
above/belowsupport Logan and Sadler’s (199
claim that multiple spatial templates may be i
posed on the visual scene centered on the p
tion of the ground, the results for overand under
suggest that there is no need to use multiple s
tial templates for these terms as early process
of information in the scene (e.g., the rai
clearly primes the construction or selection 
the absolute (environment-centered) fram
Therefore Logan and Sadler’s (1996) claim th
spatial templates are computed in parallel m
not hold for over/under. Thus we can begin to
see that different sources of information may
used for different preposition sets.

The explanation for the pattern of differenc
for over/underversus above/belowin terms of
weightings of different linguistic and nonlin
guistic constraints does not preclude the infl
ence of functional factors for above/belowor
geometric factors for over/under. Indeed Logan
and Sadler (1996) found that over and above,
and underand below, behaved in the same wa
across a series of experiments involving abst
objects without any salient functional properti
in the absence of a context. If objects are pres
without any functions, such as the abstract 
jects used in the experiments of Logan a
Sadler, it is unsurprising that over/underand
above/belowappear to behave in the same w
Where there are no object properties of re

c-vance in a scene, geometric properties alone can
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still be used to evaluate the appropriatenes
these spatial terms. On the other hand, Carl
Radvansky et al. (1999) have shown that fu
tional relations can influence the comprehens
of abovein cases where this is the salient m
nipulation, and functional influences on above/
belowwere present in the first two experime
here, although the effects were smaller than
over/under.

The difference in the relative importance 
geometric and extrageometric factors for diff
ent spatial terms is likely to relate to the ext
to which prepositions may be regarded as p
semous. While above/beloware often treated a
having one sense each (e.g., locative supe
locative inferior; Bennett, 1975), overand under
by contrast are highly polysemic, as has b
shown by Brugman (1988) and Lakoff (198
Indeed, three central senses of over have been
proposed by Brugman (1988)—the “abov
schema (where the figure is higher than but
in contact with the ground), the “cover” schem
(where the figure covers the ground and is u
ally above and in contact with the ground as
the tablecloth is over the table), and the “above
across” schema (where the figure is moving o
path above and extending beyond the bou
aries of the ground as in the plane flies over th
bridge). Although these are the central sen
proposed by Brugman, she outlines dozen
other possible senses which are all lexicaliz
If we follow Logan and Sadler and assume t
there exists a spatial template for each p
yseme, it is not surprising that over is more sub-
ject to extrageometric influences than above
given that object knowledge needs to be 
cessed early on to work out which sense or t
plate is appropriate in context.

As an alternative to the multiple represen
tion of spatial templates or senses for overin the
lexicon, it could be that the large amount of p
ysemy proposed for over by Brugman (1988
and Lakoff (1987) may be the result of the s
sitivity of this term to contextual modulatio
Rather than using extrageometric informat
early on in processing to select the appropr
sense/spatial template, object knowledge u
early on may allow the generation (sense 

ation) of a situation-specific meaning withou
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the need to separately represent a massive n
ber of senses in the lexicon. Many of the mu
ple senses in the analysis given by Brugman 
Lakoff naturally fall out of this approach with
out the need to lexicalize. For example, Bru
man (1988) assumes that the differences in
presence of contact in the tablecloth is over the
tableversus the hand is over the tableis a result
of having two different lexicalized senses f
over. The alternative view is that a tablecloth
has a lexicalized covering function, and the
fore it is expected that the tablecloth will be 
contact with the table. Therefore it is not t
preposition which is explicitly marked or un
marked for contact, but rather the situatio
specific context primes a model where cont
may be clearly required, disallowed, or either 
lowed or disallowed. In this way the variety 
the situation-specific meanings of over is a re-
sult of sensitivity to contextual modulation an
constraints provided by the context.

We have begun to explore an account of 
differences between spatial prepositions in 
extent to which they are influenced by geom
ric and extrageometric constraints which mu
reside in both linguistic and nonlinguistic d
mains. While aboveand belowwould appear to
be more purely geometrically determined, a
are perhaps more completely specified in ter
of spatial templates, overand underby contrast
would appear to be less well specified in the l
icon and more subject to contextual modulatio
However, the account we have put forward ne
to be further fleshed out. For example, the is
of sense selection versus sense creation for 
tial terms remains unresolved in terms of t
present data set. In particular, it is of interest
examine how processing takes place on line
real time. Nevertheless, the results for the fi
time indicate that multiple constraints are need
and further that a hitherto unrecognized spa
preposition classification may be present in E
lish. This classification is a continuum fro
prepositions like aboveand below, which are pri-
marily geometrically determined, to those like in,
on, over, and under, which are influenced by ex
trageometric relations and in particular facto
which have to do with what objects are for a

twhat they are doing, as well as where they are.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A1

Mean Ratings for Material Set 1, Experiment 1

Canonical 45 degrees 90 degrees

Over/under Above/below Over/under Above/below Over/under Above/bel

Control 2.97/3.20 5.89/5.35 3.34/3.58 4.57/4.41 2.72/2.31 1.95/2.0
Functional 3.57/3.57 5.58/5.18 4.03/4.10 4.43/4.36 3.49/3.26 2.04/2.0
Nonfunctional 2.14/2.51 5.12/4.89 2.37/2.41 3.74/3.93 1.99/1.73 1.70/1.9

TABLE A2

Mean Ratings for Material Set 2, Experiment 1

Canonical 45 degrees 90 degrees

Over/under Above/below Over/under Above/below Over/under Above/bel

Control 3.52/3.85 5.62/5.54 3.44/3.66 4.86/4.58 2.20/2.01 3.01/2.5
Functional 5.02/5.10 6.03/5.96 4.43/4.49 5.29/4.92 3.13/2.66 3.24/2.8
Nonfunctional 2.16/2.60 5.56/5.10 2.29/2.26 4.40/4.28 1.62/1.63 2.68/2.4

TABLE A3

Mean Ratings for Experiment 2

Canonical 45 degrees 90 degrees

Over/under Above/below Over/under Above/below Over/under Above/bel

Control 3.58/3.87 5.49/5.21 3.98/3.99 4.73/4.63 3.37/2.74 2.92/2.9
3.26/3.38 5.52/5.27 3.60/3.54 4.73/4.49 2.91/2.27 2.65/2.65

Functional 3.74/4.05 5.51/5.47 3.96/4.56 4.70/4.78 3.88/3.11 3.06/3.0
3.84/3.53 5.63/5.10 3.88/3.51 4.66/4.30 3.36/3.28 3.25/3.03

Nonfunctional 2.75/3.06 4.88/4.93 2.85/2.80 4.06/4.15 2.78/2.23 2.84/2.4
3.02/2.89 5.03/4.80 2.59/2.74 4.07/3.83 2.12/2.14 2.45/2.67

Note.Regular characters are for appropriate protecting objects, and italicized characters are ratings for inappropr
tecting objects.

TABLE A4

Mean Ratings for Experiment 3

Canonical 90 degrees 180 degrees

Over/under Above/below Over/under Above/below Over/under Above/bel

Control 5.88/6.08 6.50/6.39 5.42/5.74 6.37/6.28 5.63/6.04 6.20/6.1
Functional 6.14/6.21 6.47/6.42 5.49/5.73 6.29/6.20 5.99/5.99 6.16/6.2

Nonfunctional 4.91/5.15 6.61/6.21 4.47/4.89 6.41/6.24 4.88/5.38 6.12/6.09
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